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MONDAY 13 OCTOBER 2014 

Scripture Reading: 1 Samuel 31:1-13, 2 Timothy 4 

LESSONS FROM SAUL 
 
Saul death was one that every believer would not want to emulate. However, many 
centuries later another Benjamite, Saul of Tarsus stood at the brink of eternity. But what 
a contrast in his last words, “I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the 
faith” (2 Tim. 4:7). The first Saul lived for self and died in shame, whereas the other Saul 
lived for Christ and left earth in a blaze of glory.  
 There are many lessons to learn from the demise of Saul. Great abilities, 
pedigree, potential and opportunities are not enough! If it were Saul would have surely 
succeeded. We need to take advantages of them – God is not obligated to make us 
succeed.  
 

A man may have all these and yet play the fool…. The greater the opportunity 
that comes to you, the greater the possibility of disaster, unless you find the 
secret of life and obey it. 

 
This tragic yet wonderfully gifted figure of Saul owned everything, but never truly 
possessed it. Saul had great potential and opportunities, but he effectively wasted them 
all. He played the fool and he died a fool! How will you leave this world?  Will it be said 
of you that you lived and died like a fool? 

There is no such thing as second hand religion! Saul was born in Israel, had 
Samuel as his constant guide and example, had a loyal and godly son Jonathan, had 
Israel’s greatest king as his son in law and general in his army – yet Saul failed! 

Another lesson to learn is that we such never run after unspiritual people just 
because they look good or have a good social pedigree! Don’t marry them! Don’t make 
them your church leaders or close companions! The flesh always fails! 

Amidst the death and devastation of the nation, we need to see that God is in 
control. All may seem lost for Israel, but God has already prepared a greater victory to be 
accomplished through this seemingly devastating defeat. The deaths of so many warriors 
were heartrending, yet important in God’s plan. The Golden Age of the reign of David is 
just around the corner as the next scene in the drama begins of 2 Samuel. David would 
avenge this defeat and break the power of the idolatrous and proud Philistines.  

As the curtain falls on 1 Samuel we are left with the stories of four successful 
lives – Hannah, Samuel, Jonathan, and David. This is contrasted with the two great 
failures – Eli and Saul. The key to the successes was their obedience to the Will of God 
whereas the key to the failures was their disobedience. We need to learn from both the 
failures and the successes. MAKE SURE YOU DO! THAT WOULD MULTIPLY 
THIS GREAT TRAGEDY IF YOU DO NOT! 
 
HYMN: HGG 495 – Guide Me, O Thou Great Jehovah1 
PRAYER: Help Us to Live For Thee 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1Lyrics!available!at!http://www.sermonaudio.com/hymnlist.asp!


